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Abstract 
 

With the rapid development of vehicular ad hoc Network (VANET), it has gained significant 
popularity and received increasing attentions from both academics and industry communities 
in aspects of security and efficiency. To address the security and efficiency issues, a 
self-authentication and deniable efficient group key agreement protocol is proposed in this 
paper. The scheme establishes a group between road side units (RSUs) and vehicles by using 
self-authentication without certification authority, and improves certification efficiency by 
using group key (GK) transmission method. At the same time, to avoid the attacker attacking 
the legal vehicle by RSUs, we adopt deniable group key agreement method to negotiation 
session key (sk) and use it to transmit GK between RSUs. In addition, vehicles not only 
broadcast messages to other vehicles, but also communicate with other members in the same 
group. Therefore, group communication is necessary in VANET. Finally, the performance 
analysis shows superiority of our scheme in security problems, meanwhile the verification 
delay, transmission overheard and message delay get significant improvement than other 
related schemes. 
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1. Introduction 

Vehicular ad hoc Network (VANET) is an essential branch of Mobile Ad hoc Networks  and 
is a promising approach to enhance transportation safety and efficient [1]. VANET has many 
promising features, such as vehicles’ movement at high speed, rapid topological 
transformation, short interactive time between nodes and so on [2]. In addition, the nodes of 
VANET comprise two parts, the on-board units(OBUs) which is equipped in the vehicles,  and 
the RSUs which is located on the road side. Due to the peculiar attribute of VANET, it can 
provide many services including traffic information, traffic safety warning and infotainment 
dissemination for drivers and passengers [3-6]. However, VANET also faces some challenges, 
such as the problem of information storage. Because of the large number of network nodes in 
the vehicular network, there is a large number of data information (e.g., identity information, 
key information, etc.). In the existing scheme, the purpose of mass information storage is 
realized by means of distributed storage [7]. In addition, there is a set of unique challenges of 
VANET. First, vehicles communicate with each other as well as RSUs through open wireless 
channel, in which attracters can easily monitor, alter and forge the information(e.g., users’ 
identity, travel route) [8]. Sceond, vehicles are located in an open physical space, privacy 
leaking in VANET not only exposes privacy information, but also brings treat to the lives and 
properties of drivers and passengers [9,10]. Third, its short communication range as well as 
vehicles’ high speed in VANET  leads to the limited communication among RSUs and 
vehicles. Therefore, it is of great theoretical significance and application value to design a 
secure and efficient network communication protocol for the unique challenges in vehicular 
networks. 

Primarily, a suitable communication protocol for VANET needs to meet some security 
requirements to resist security threats, for example: 
• Message integrity and authentication: Vehicles should be able to verify that a message is 

indeed sent and received by another vehicle without being modified by anyone else. 
• Privacy: Vehicle’s true identity (TID) should not be linked to any message, and other 

vehicles or RSUs cannot achieve any vehicle’s true identity by analyzing multiple 
messages sent from it.  

• Confidentiality: The message sent to target vehicles should be readable only for the target 
receivers, other vehicles should be unable to decrypt the message. 

• Non-repudiation: To avoid the circumstance that the sender denied that he had sent the 
message, trust authority (TA) should be able to obtain the vehicle’s TID and associate this 
message with the sender. 

• Forward-security and backward-security: The vehicles has left from the communication 
group should not be able to acquire the new group key and communicate with original 
group members. In addition, a new group member should be unable to learn the previous 
group key. 

In the next place, due to the inconstancy of the network topology, short communication time 
and other characteristics, the efficiency of communication is equally important. 

To solve the aforementioned problems, we design a self-authentication and deniable 
efficient group key agreement protocol to meet security requirements cited above and enhance 
the communication efficiency. Our main contributions are listed as follows: 
• This paper proposed an anonymous authentication protocol which is without trusted 

center. It realized the authentication between vehicles and road-side units by the 
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geographical area parameters and random authentication parameters to reduce the cost of 
the authentication. 

• This paper proposed the method that road-side units establish the communication group 
by the deny negotiation in hope of reducing the steps of authenticating vehicle through 
the transmission of group key and thus improving the authentication efficiency. 

• This paper proposed a group key negotiation protocol. In this protocol, the nodes can 
communicate without key negotiation through the pseudonyms of the nodes in group 
broadcasted by RSUs and random key parameters. Therefore, the communication cost 
will not increase with the increase of the nodes’ number in the group. 

• According to the requirement of different scenarios, this paper designed a broadcast 
communication protocol, the point to point communication protocol between vehicles 
and the communication protocol between vehicle and road-side unit. 

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows: Some related work is given in Section 2. 
Section 3 presents the system model, bilinear maps and hard problem. Section 4 proposed our 
scheme. Section 5 and Section 6 analyses security and performance of the proposed protocol. 
Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper. 

2. Related Work 
With the development of VANET, its communication technology has been gradually 
improved which mainly concentrates on two aspects: the communication between vehicles 
and RSUs, and the communication between vehicles. Because of the short communication 
range and the vehicles’ high speed movement, the efficiency and security of communication in 
VANET become extremely significant. To handle the security problems, [8] and [11] 
produced the public and private keys by using PKI mechanism, and utilized digital signature 
certification to guarantee the validity of the vehicles. Nevertheless, the overhead of the 
signature, verification and transmission will increase rapidly with the increasement of nodes. 
[12-14] have been proposed to solve the problem of users’ privacy. In [13],the authors 
proposed an efficient and secure anonymous communication scheme, which employed 
asymmetric cryptography to protect users’ private information. A secure and efficient 
communication scheme is proposed [15] to protect the confidentiality of information and 
enhance the scalability. [16] suggested that every vehicle should be pre-loaded with a large 
number of anonymous public and private keys as well as the corresponding public key 
certifications. It avoids being tracked to a certain extent by using this method, but it will waste 
a lot of time on checking the list of canceled certificates. In [17], a spontaneous 
privacy-preserving protocol based on revocable ring signature with a feature for locally 
authenticating safety messages is proposed. However this protocol is not scalable because 
every vehicle needs to participate in message verification process. Aiming at the improvement 
of communication efficiency, [18] adopted identity-based cryptography, not only shortened 
the computation process of the public key certification, but also reduced the computation and 
transmission cost. A batch-based authentication scheme [19] was presented. In this scheme, 
the computation efficiency can be significantly improved , but they don’t check the integrity of 
request messages before batch authentication. Therefore, once an invalid request caused by 
wireless channel interface, packet loss or a bogus message is in the batch, these schemes may 
lose their efficacy, or need some additional authentication delay for rebatch. [20] introduced 
“an efficient identity-based batch verification scheme”, in which the efficiency of the vehicle 
certification can be improved but this scheme still has privacy issues. [21] proposed a 
broadcast authentication scheme to reduce communication and computation cost using fast 
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authentication and selective authentication method. [22] proposed a scheme using two kinds 
of traditional cryptographic schemes, asymmetric PKI and symmetric respectively. The 
asymmetric cryptography scheme is used to securely exchange the key and authentication 
process and symmetric cryptography scheme is used for low latency safety application. This 
scheme not only reduces the latency but also enhances the security. 

3. Preliminaries 
3.1 Network Model 
As shown in Fig. 1, the network model of VANET consists of three entities: The Trust 
Authority (TA), RSU and OBU equipped on mobile vehicles. 

 
Fig. 1. System model    

                                           
• TA: TA is a trustworthy certification center of the whole network. It responses to registers 

and manages all nodes in the VANET. In addition, it exposes TID of the valid vehicles 
and releases the information of the revoked vehicles. In this paper, TA allocates the 
certification parameters to RSU and vehicles. As usual, TA has a strong storage capability 
and is impossible to compromise with adversary. 

• RSUs: RSUs are distributed on the roadside densely. They connect with TA by wired 
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links while wireless links are used between vehicles. In this protocol, RSUs are used to 
authenticate the validity of the vehicles and negotiate with the vehicles to form the group. 
In addition, it assists TA to condemn the vehicles which have illegal acts. Each RSU is 
able to know the public key (PK) of the one in its neighborhood and communicates with 
them.  

• OBUs: Each vehicles are equipped with OBU, which periodically broadcast traffic 
related status information to improve the road environment, traffic safety, and 
infotainment dissemination for drivers and passengers [23]. 

3.2 Definitions and Assumptions 
 
Definition 1: Bilinear Maps 
Let 1G be a cyclic additive group and 2G  is a cyclic multiplicative group. Both group 1G and 

2G  have the same prime order q  ( k bites, k is the safety parameters of the system). Let P be 

a generator of 1G , aP express P  self-increase *
qa Z∈  times. A mapping 1 1 2:e G G G× →  is 

called bilinear mapping if it satisfies the following properties. 
Bilinearity： ( , ) ( , )abe aP bQ e P Q= for all ( , )e P Q . *, qa b Z∈ .  

Nondegeneracy： 1),( ≠PPe  
Computability：There is an efficient algorithm to compute ( , )e P Q , for any 1,P Q G∈ . 
 
Definition 2: Computational Diffie-Hellman problem in 1G  (CDH Problem) 
Let P be the generator of 1G , for all *, qa b Z∈ , give ( , , )P aP bP , output abP  by the 
probabilistic polynomial time algorithm A .  

The probability of A  success is defined as: 
1,

CDH
A GSucc =  *Pr[ ( , , ) : , ]R qA P aP bP abp a b Z= ∈  

CDH Assumption: 
1,

CDH
A GSucc is a negligible value for all the PPT algorithm A . 

 
Definition 3: Decide Diffie-Hellman problem inG  (DDH Problem) 
Let G be a special cyclic multiplicative group, P is the safety parameter, and it 
satisfies 2 1P q= + . Let g be the generator of the cyclic group 'G g=< > , 'G is quadratic residue 
class of model P . Define the function ,  

,  : ( ) {x if x q
p x if q x pf f x <
− < <= . Through function f , define 

: { ( ) | }i
qG G f g i Z= ∈ . Define the exponent arithmetic in : { ( ) mod } ,b bG a f a p a b G= ∈ .   

The DDH problem in G is that for ( , , , ) : , ,x y r
Rg g g g x y r G∈ , exist a PPT algorithm A  which 

output is 0/1, output 1 when r xy= ; Otherwise, output 0.  

The advantage of A solves the DDH problem inG is defined as follows: 
, Pr[ ( , , , ) 1] Pr[ ( , , , ) 1] : , ,DDH x y xy x y r

A G RADv A g g g g A g g g g x y r G= = − = ∈ . 
DDH Assumption: ,

DDH
A GADv is a negligible value for all the PPT algorithm A , which output 

is 0/1. 
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4. Proposed Scheme 
In this section, we describe our scheme with the following process: 1) system initialization, 2) 
deniable group key negotiation of RSUs, 3) authentication between RSUs and Vehicles, 4) 
negotiation and update of the group key between RSUs and Vehicles, 5) communication 
among the group. Table 1 provides a summary of the symbols used in this paper.   

 
Table 1. Descriptions of symbols 

Symbols Descriptions 
, ,

i ii V VV TID FID  The true name,and pseudonym of Vehicle iV , 

,
ii RSURSU TID  The true name of iRSU  

m  The message 

,U UQ S  The certification parameters of the node U  

TS  Time stamp 

U  The nodeU ,vehicle or RSU 

1iRSU ±  The RSU nearby iRSU  

( , )U UPK SK  The public and private key of the nodeU  

( )
USKσ ⋅  The signature of the nodeU  

GK  Group Key between RSUs and vehicles 

,i jVVK  The shared key among vehicle iV and jV  

( )kHMAC ⋅  The message authentication by symmetric key k  

( )kE ⋅  The encrypt by key k  

pid  The set of all users’ TID who participate in the process 

sk  The session key in Group of RSU 

4.1 System Initialization 

• Given the parameters 1 2( , , , , , , , )G G P q e G p g ,which satisfy the description in Section 
3.2, TA initializes the system by the following steps: 

1) TA chooses a random number *
TA qZψ ∈  as its private key TASK and compute the 

public key TA
TAPK gψ= ; 

2) TA chooses two cryptographic hash functions： *
1 1:{0,1} , :{0,1} qH G h Z→ → ; 

3) TA chooses a security symmetric cryptographic ( )kE ⋅ , and then TA publishes the 
system parameters, which include 1 2 1( , , , , , , , , , ( ), ( ), ( ))TA kG G P q e G p g PK H h E⋅ ⋅ ⋅  
and downloads these parameters into RSUs and Vehicles. 

• RSUs require download the system parameters by TA before installing to the appropriate 
location. TA distributes 

iRSUTID to iRSU and chooses a random *
i qZξ ∈ as its private 
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key
iRSUSK and computes the public key i

iRSUPK gξ= , the certification parameters 

1( )
i iRSU RSUQ H TID= and 

i iRSU TA RSUS Qψ= . Then download the public key, the private 

key and the certification parameters into iRSU . At the same time, download other 
'iRSU s public keys which is located nearby regions. 

• Vehicles also require to download the system parameters by TA before they used. TA 
distributes a true identity 

iVTID (each vehicle has a unique digital true identity e.g., the 

license plate number) to vehicle iV , then TA computes the certification parameters 

1( )
i iV VQ H TID= , 

i iV TA VS Qψ= and downloads them into it. In order to ensure vehicles 
could not traced by the malicious nodes, when vehicles enter a new range of RSU, it will 
motivate the key generator to generate the private key *

,iv i i qSK Zα α= ∈ , the public key 
i

iRSUPK gα= and pseudonym 1( )
i iV V i TAFID TID H PKα= ⊕ ∗ . 

4.2 Deniable group key negotiation of RSUs 
We adopted two-round deniable group key agreement protocol [24], which is used to establish 
a confidential channel for communications. Simultaneously, it allows participants to deny that 
they have ever participated in group key agreement. Firstly, we contract a group (it include all 
RSUs) and then generate the session key (sk) between RSUs by using deniable group key 
agreement, which is the preparatory work for the group key transmission mechanism. The 
purpose is to prevent the attacker tracking the legitimate vehicles from RSUs and ensure the 
security of group key transmission. The deniable group key negotiation of RSUs is as follows: 

Step 1: jRSU random select *, ,j j j qx r t Z∈ compute jx
j gX = , jr

j gR = , jt
j gT =  , then 

broadcast message 1 : (( ( , , , )) ( ))
RSU j RSUj jj SK RSU j j j SKM E TID X R T σ ⋅ .  

Step 2: iRSU receives all the message ijnjjM ≠⋅⋅⋅∈ },,,1{
1}{ , decodes it and gets },,{ jjj TRX , 

then proceeds as following types: 
1. Compute ix

i
L

i XY 1−= , ix
i

R
i XY 1+= , L

i
R

ii YYY /= . 

2. Compute 1 2( || || || || || || )L R
i i i nv H Y Y X X X pid= ⋅⋅⋅ :

1 2
( || || || )

nRSU RSU RSUpid h TID TID TID= ⋅⋅⋅   

and using 
iRSU iSK ξ= compute i i i is r v ξ= − ⋅ . 

3. Using ir compute , , {1, , 1, 1, , }ir
i j jT T j i i n= = ⋅⋅⋅ − + ⋅⋅⋅ . 

4. Broadcast 2
, , ,1 , 1 , 1 ,: ( ( , , , , , )) ( ))

i RSU RSUi ji RSU SK i i i i i i i i n SKM TID E Y s T T T T σ− +⋅⋅⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ Session key 

generation jRSU receives all message 2
(1, , ),{ }i j n j iM ∈ ⋅⋅⋅ ≠ , proceeds as follows: 

1. Verify }),1,1,,1{(, njjiRT jt
iji  +−==  holds or not. If it holds, continues, else, stop.  

2. Compute R
njnj

R
nj

R
jj

R
j

R
jj

R
j YYYYYYYYY )2()1()1(12211

ˆˆ,,ˆˆ,ˆ
−+−+−++++++ ⋅=⋅⋅⋅⋅=⋅= and confirm 

R
nj

L
j YY )1(

ˆ
−+= . If it holds to all iRSU , continues, else, cease. 

3. All iRSU compute ||||ˆ||ˆ(ˆ 11 XYYHiv R
i

R
i−= )|||| pidX n⋅⋅⋅ , verify i

V
RSU

s RPKg i

i

i =
∧

)( . If 
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it holds to all iRSU , continues, else, cease. 

4. Compute 1 2 2 3 1
1 2

nx x x x x xR R R
nsk Y Y Y g

∧ ∧ ∧
+ +⋅⋅⋅+= ⋅ ⋅⋅ ⋅ = . 

4.3 Authentication between RSUs and vehicles 
The main function of the vehicle network is to provide the communication between vehicles 
and vehicles, vehicles and RSU, and then provide a variety of services for vehicles. Vehicles 
must be authenticated to ensure the legality of the vehicle before they obtain some services. 
However, the vehicle identity is the only legal identification of the vehicle, which is related 
directly to vehicles’ information. Therefore, in the process of vehicle certification, there is a 
problem of vehicle privacy.     

To solve the above problems, this paper designed a kind of anonymous authentication 
protocol in VANET. This authentication protocol without the participation of trusted center 
needs fewer times for legal vehicles authentication by using group key transmission 
mechanism. At the same time, the authentication protocol can meet the security requirements 
such as Mutual authentication of vehicles and RSU, anonymity and privacy of vehicle et al. 
The authentication between and vehicle is shown in Fig. 2. 

iRSU iV

1: ( , , ( ), ( , , ( ))
i i i TA i i iRSU RSU RSU SK RSU RSU RSUMeg PK Loc h Loc PK Loc h Locσ

112 : (( , , ( ), ( , )), (.))
i RSU i RSU ii j iV GK V PK V NMeg PK TS E FID E FID N HMAC

±

1 113 : ( (( , ), ( )))
i iN RSU RSU NMeg E T N Q HMAC ⋅

1 114 : ( (( , , , ) (.)))
i i i iN V V V V NMeg E FID T N Q K HMAC

Fig. 2. Interactive model between iRSU and iV  
 

Step 1: RSUs store the signing message ( , , ( ))
TA i i iSK RSU RSU RSUPK Loc h Locσ , which 

promulgate by TA. ( )
iRSUh Loc is the hash operation on location information of iRSU . And iRSU  

periodically broadcasts 1: ( , , ( ), ( , , ( ))
i i i TA i i iRSU RSU RSU SK RSU RSU RSUMeg PK Loc h Loc PK Loc h Locσ . 

Step 2: When iV  gets into the communication scope of iRSU , it needs to authenticate 

iRSU . iV  authenticate iRSU by using the flowing algorithm 1. Vehicle iV receives 1Meg ,and  
gets , , ( )

i i iRSU RSU RSUPK Loc h Loc , verifies ( , , ( )
TA i i iSK RSU RSU RSUPK Loc h Locσ . If 
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( , , ( )
TA i i iSK RSU RSU RSUPK Loc h Locσ  is validated, computes '( )

iRSUh Loc by using
iRSULoc . If 

formula (1) is set up, iV completes the authentication of iRSU , else, discards the message. 
 

 ( ) '( )
i iRSU RSUh Loc h Loc=                                                     (1) 

 
Algorithm 1 The process of iV authenticating iRSU  

Require: , , ( ), ( , , ( )
i i i TA i i iRSU RSU RSU SK RSU RSU RSUPK Loc h Loc PK Loc h Locσ  

1: iV Verifies ( , , ( )
TA i i iSK RSU RSU RSUPK Loc h Locσ by TAPK . 

2:   if ( , , ( )
TA i i iSK RSU RSU RSUPK Loc h Locσ is validated then 

3:      iV computes '( )
iRSUh Loc by

iRSULoc ,and 

verifies ( ) '( )
i iRSU RSUh Loc h Loc= . 

4:           if  The equation holds 
5:              iV completes the authentication of iRSU . 
6:           end if 
7:  end if 

Step 3: If vehicle iV completed the step 2, then iRSU needs to authenticate iV . iRSU  

authenticate iV by using the flowing algorithm 2. iV chooses a random number 1N and sends 
message

112 : (( , , ( ), ( , )), ( ))
i RSU i RSU ii j iV GK V PK V NMeg PK TS E FID E FID N HMAC

±
⋅ to iRSU . 

Step 4: iRSU receives the message 2Meg to verify time stamp TS , and then 
calculates t CT TS= −  ( CT is current time). If t meets the network delay, finishes 
the TS verification, else discards the message. By using private key to 
decrypt 1( , )

RSU iiPK VE FID N and obtain 1N ,
iVFID . Then calculates

1

' ( )NHMAC ⋅ and compares 

with
1
( )NHMAC ⋅ , if them unequal, discards the message, else uses

i jRSUGK
±

to 

get '
iVFID from ( )

RSU ii jGK VE FID
±

, then compares '
iVFID and

iVFID . If they are equal, it explains 

that iV has authenticated by other RSU. Therefore, the authentication has completed and then 

executed the negotiation of the group key. Else iRSU chooses a random number *
i qZα ∈ to 

computes
iRSUT Pα= , and sends 

1 113 : ( (( , ), ( )))
i iN RSU RSU NMeg E T N Q HMAC ⋅  to iV . 

Step 5: iV receives 3Meg , gets
iRSUT and verifies

1
( )NHMAC ⋅ . Then iV chooses a random 

number *
i qZβ ∈ , computes 1 1, ( , ) ( , )

i i i i iV V RSU TA V RSUT P K e N Q PK e N s Tβ β= = and sends 

1 114 : ( (( , , , ), ( )))
i i i iN V V V V NMeg E FID T N Q K HMAC ⋅ to iRSU . 

Step 6: iRSU receives 4Meg and obtains 1, , ,
i i i iV V V VFID T N Q K from it, then verifies 

1
( )NHMAC ⋅ and calculates 1 1( , ) ( , )

i i i iRSU V TA RSU VK e N Q PK e N s Tα= . If formula (2) holds, 

iRSU finishes the authentication to iV , else, discards the message.   
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        1 1 1 1( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
i i i i iRSU TA V RSU V TA RSU Ve N Q PK e N s T e N Q PK e N s Tβ α=             (2) 

 
 

Algorithm 2 The process of iRSU authenticating
iV  

Require: 
112 : ( , , ( ), ( , )), ( ))

i RSU i RSU ii j iV GK V PK V NMeg PK TS E FID E FID N HMAC
±

⋅  

                
1 113 : ( (( , ), ( )))

i iN RSU RSU NMeg E T N Q HMAC ⋅  
                

1 114 : ( (( , , , ), ( )))
i i i iN V V V V NMeg E FID T N Q K HMAC ⋅  

1: iRSU receives 2Meg , verifies TS and calculates t CT TS= −
(CT is current time).  

2: if t meets the network delay then 
3:    

iRSU decrypts 1( , )
RSU iiPK VE FID N and gets

1,
iVFID N , computes

1

' ( )NHMAC ⋅ , and  

verifies
1 1

?
' ( ) ( )N NHMAC HMAC⋅ = ⋅ . 

4:       if The equation holds then 
5:          iRSU decrypts ( )

RSU ii jGK VE FID
±

by
i jRSUGK
±

, gets '
iVFID , and 

compares '
iVFID and

iVFID  

6:           if '
iVFID and

iVFID are equal then 
     

iRSU finishes the authentication to iV . 
7:           else iRSU chooses a random number *

i qZα ∈ to computes
iRSUT Pα=  , and 

                sends 3Meg to iV . 
8:                

iV  receives 3Meg , gets
iRSUT and verifies

1
( )NHMAC ⋅ . 

9:                    if
1
( )NHMAC ⋅ is validated then 

10:                       iV chooses a random number *
i qZβ ∈ ,computes, ,

iVT Pβ=  

1 1( , ) ( , )
i i i iV RSU TA V RSUK e N Q PK e N s Tβ= , and  

sends 4Meg to
iRSU . 

11:                 iRSU receives 4Meg , obtains
1, , ,

i i i iV V V VFID T N Q K ，verifies
1
( )NHMAC ⋅  

calculates 1 1( , ) ( , )
i i i iRSU V TA RSU VK e N Q PK e N s Tα= and verifies 

?

1 1 1 1( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
i i i i iRSU TA V RSU V TA RSU Ve N Q PK e N s T e N Q PK e N s Tβ α=  

12:                     if  The equation holds then 
13:                     iRSU finishes the authentication to

iV  
14:                    end if 
15:               end if 
16:            end if 
17:        end if 
18:  end if 

4.4 Negotiation and update of the group key 

4.4.1 Negotiation of the group key 
After completing the vehicle authentication, it is necessary to communicate with RSUs and 
other vehicles to get the road condition information, alarm information and so on. Therefore, 
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the vehicle needs to negotiate the group key ( GK ). The negotiation between iRSU and iV is 
shown in Fig. 3. 

iRSU
iV

1 1
1: ( ( , , , ( )))i

iN V NPag E FID g TS HMACλ ⋅

1 1
1

2 : ( (( , ), , ( )))i i

n

N N
i

Pag E g g TS HMACλ g λ g

=

⋅∏

' '  3 : ( (( ), , ( )))GK GKBroadcast Pag E GK TS HMAC ⋅

 
Fig. 3. The negotiation of the group key between iRSU and iV  

 
Step 1: Vehicle iV chooses a random number *

i qZλ ∈ , computes igλ and send 1:Pag  

1 1
( ( , , , ( )))i

iN V NE FID g TS HMACλ ⋅ to iRSU . 

Step 2: iRSU receives the message 1Pag , get , i

iVFID gλ from it. Then chooses a random 

number *
qZg ∈ , computes

1

,i i

n

i

g gλ g λ g

=
∏ , new group key

1

i

n

i

GK g gλ gg

=

= ∗∏ , and sends 

1 1
1

2 : ( (( , ), , ( )))i i

n

N N
i

Pag E g g TS HMACλ g λ g

=

⋅∏ to iV . At the same time, iRSU broadcasts 

' '3 : ( (( ), , ( )))GK GKPag E GK TS HMAC ⋅  to the primary group members. Here 'GK is the primary 
group key. 

The group key transmission scheme: iRSU sends ( ( ), , ( ))
isk RSU skE GK TS HMAC ⋅ to the 

nearby RSUs through the wire communication whenGK has updated.  

4.4.2 Update of the group key 
In order to guarantee the communication quality of primary group members, the group key 
needs to update when vehicles join or leave the group. Mainly including: 

Step 1: When vehicle jV has left the scope of iRSU , iRSU chooses a random number *
qZg ∈ , to 

computes igλ g of every group members (except jV ) and their sum
1

1 1

i

j n

j

gλ g
−

+
∏∏ . Broadcast  

1 11

1 1 1

1

' '
1 1

1: ( (( , ), , ( , ), ( , ), , ( , )), , , ( )))j j n i

j j n

j n

GK V V V V GK
j

Bm E g FID g FID g FID g FID g TS HMACλ g λ g λ g λ gλ g − +

− +

−

+

⋅⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅∏∏ . 

Step 2: The group member iV receives 1Bm and gets igλ g , 
1

1 1

i

j n

j

gλ g
−

+
∏∏ by using the primary 
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group key 'GK to decode it and according to
iVFID . Then computes ( )i ig gλ g λg −= and the 

new group key
1

1 1

i

j n

j

GK g gλ gg
−

+

= ∗∏∏ . 

4.5 Communication among the group 

When the legal vehicle joined in a group of RSU, it is necessary to communicate with other 
RSUs and vehicles in the group. Therefore, according to the needs of the scene, we designed 
three communication modes: group communication, one-to-one communication, and the 
communication between vehicle and RSU.                       
4.5.1 Broadcast communication 
When the vehicle in-group needs to send a message to all the group members, e.g. RSU need to 
send traffic alarm messages to all vehicles, it can use broadcast communication. 

Vehicle iV broadcast 
1

( , , ( ))GK V GKE m FID HMAC ⋅ if it wants to broadcast message m to 
other vehicles. 
4.5.2 Communication between vehicles and RSUs 
When the vehicle in-group wants to send a message to RSU, such as emergency road traffic 
accident: the vehicle informs the RSU and RSU can broadcast the news so as to remind the 
members of the group to drive safety and select the driving road.   

When iV wants to send a message m to iRSU , it sends
1 1

(( , ( )), (.))
iV N NFID E m HMAC  

to iRSU . 
4.5.3 Communication between vehicles 

If iV needs one-to-one communication with jV , they are required to execute this 
communication process as shown in Fig. 4. 

iRSUiV jV

, ,
3 : ( (( ( ), ), (.)))

i j i i jGK VVK V VVKWod E E m FID HMAC

, ,
( , , (.))

i j j i jVVK V VVKE m FID HMAC

))(),((:1 ⋅GKGK HMACCEWord

)))(),,(),(((:2
1

1 ⋅⋅⋅⋅ GKVVGK HMACFIDgFIDgEWod
n

ngλgλ

Fig. 4. Communication between iV and jV  
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Step 1: iV sends 1: ( ( ), (.))GKWord E C HMAC to iRSU , hereC is a fixed value, it explains 
the request of one to one communication. 

Step 2: iRSU receives 1Word and obtains C by using GK decode it and according to C  

broadcast the message 1

1
2 : ( (( , )...( , ), (.)))n

n

ll
GK V V GKword E g FID g FID HMACλλ . 

Step 3: iV receives 2word verifies (.)GKHMAC and obtains jgλ g according to
jVFID . And 

then computes ,
i j

i jVVK gλ λ g= and sends
, ,

3 : ( (( ( ), ), ( )))
i j i i jGK VVK V VVKWod E E m FID HMAC ⋅  

to jV . 

Step 4: jV receives 2Wod and 3Wod to obtain jgλ g . Then computes ,
i j

i jVVK gλ λ g= and 

verifies
,

( )
i jVVKHMAC ⋅ , if it is true, receives the message m . 

5.  Analysis of Proposed Scheme 
In this section, we will analyze the scheme from the aspect of security requirements which 
have been referred in Introduction. 
5.1 Message confidentiality 

For the authentication and negotiation in section 4.4, messages are protected by the shared 
secret key 1N , the cipher text under symmetric encryption cannot leak any information about 
message. The broadcast in section 4.5 whose confidentiality is protected by the shared secret 
group key, while the confidentiality of one-to-one communication is protected by the shared 
secret key ,i jVVK between vehicles. 

5.2 Message integrity and authentication 

This scheme uses ( )KE m and ( )KHMAC m to realize the message integrity and confidentiality 
of message m . 

  Assuming that the shared key k is held safely. When the message cannot be forged by an 
attacker, the forgery attack on the scheme is secure under random oracle. First, consider the 
Game between the challenger and the attacker. 
    Setup: The challenger starts by giving the attacker a set system parameters. 
    Challenge: The challenger asks the attacker to pick a random message m and sign it to 
generate ( )KE m and ( )KHMAC m . 
    Guess: Finally, the attacker sends ( )KE m and ( )KHMAC m to the challenger. 
    The attacker’s advantage is defined to be ( )KE m and ( )KHMAC m are valid signatures. The 
scheme is secure against existential forgery, adaptive chosen message attack if the attacker’s 
advantage is negligible. 

In section 4.3, 1k N= is the shared key between iV and iRSU . iV encodes 1N by 
iRSUPK and 

transfers it to iRSU . However, only iRSU has
iRSUSK to decode it and get 1N . So, 

only iV and iRSU know the key 1N . In section 4.5 the shared key between iV and jV is 

,
i j

i jVVK gλ λ g= . However, i jλ λ is respectively held by iV and jV , it do not be transferred. 
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According to the difficulty problem, it is known that only iV and jV can compute ,i jVVK . 

The above analysis shows that the attacker cannot obtain the shared secret key, and cannot 
forge any valid message. Therefore, the attacker’s advantage is negligible and our scheme is 
secure. 

 
5.3 Identity privacy 

The message which sent by iV only contained pseudonym
iVFID , the public key 

iVPK and 1 iVN Q . Vehicles will generate a new random ,iα when it gets into the scope of RSUs. 

So pseudonym 1( )
i iV V i TAFID TID H PKα= ⊕ ∗ and the public key i

iVPK gα= of one vehicle 
is diffident within the scope of different RSU. Therefore, the attacker cannot attack the vehicle 
by pseudonym and the public key. According to CDH problem which has been mention in 
section 3.2, the attacker cannot compute

iVQ from 1 iVN Q . However, 1 iVN Q is also different in 

the scope of different RSU. Therefore, the attacker also cannot attack the vehicle by 1 iVN Q . 

5.4 Non-repudiation 
To avoid the vehicle deny ever sent the message which led to the accident, TA should be able 
to reveal TID of the sender from the message. In this scheme, TA can get the pseudonym from 
the message, and get the public key of the sender with RSUS’ assist. Then, TA uses its private 
key TAPK , the vehicle’s the public key 

iVPK  and the pseudonym to compute 

1 1 1 1( * ) ( * ) ( * )
i i i i i iV V V V TA V VTID FID H s PK TID H r PK H s PK TID= ⊕ = ⊕ ⊕ = . 

    Finally, TA obtains 
iVTID  of sender. In addition to TA and the vehicle itself, the other 

participants cannot know 
iVTID . Therefore, our scheme is non-repudiation. 

5.5 Forward-security and backward-security 

When the vehicle jV has left the scope of iRSU , iRSU random selects *
qZg ∈ and computes 

the new group key is 
1

1 1

i

j n

j

GK g gλ gg
−

+

= ∗∏∏ . The vehicle jV only knows 

11

1

1 1

, , , , ,j j n i

j n

j

g g g g g gλ g λ g λ g λ gλ g g−

−

+

⋅⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ∗∏∏ , but could not know the new igλ g . According to 

the DDH problem, jV cannot compute g g and the new group key. Therefore, our scheme is 
forward-secure.  

When the vehicle iV joined in the group, it received the message by RSUs to update the 
group key. However, the message is encode by the previous group key, vehicle cannot decode 
it and get the previous group key. Therefore, our scheme has to backward-secure.   

6. Performance Evaluation 

In this section, we compare with some related work from verification delay and transmission 
overheard and have a simulation on message delay by NS2.34. 
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6.1 Verification delay 
The experiment is running on an Intel Pentium IV 3.0 GHZ machine. According to [24], the 

following results are obtained: the time of a pairing operation parT is 4.5ms, the time of 

performing one point multiplication over an elliptic curve mulT is 0.6ms and the time of a 
MapToPoint hash operation mtpT is 0.6ms. The computation cost of the message certification 
mainly focus on the above three parameters, any other operations are not considered, such as 
each HMAC operation is assumed to take 0.006ms. Table 2 shows the comparison of 
verification delay of other schemes. 

 

Table 2. Comparison of verification delay 
Scheme Complete n verification 

OBU RSU 
IBV [20] 

mul mtpnT nT+  ( 1) 3mul mtp parn T nT T+ + +  

ECPP [26] 4 mul parnT nT+  2 3mul parnT nT+  
RMAKA [27] 4 mulnT  4 mulnT  

ACP [25] 
mulnT  (2 1) 3mul parn T T+ +  

Our scheme 5 2mul mtp parnT nT nT+ +  4 2mul parnT nT+  
Notice that, Table 2 shows the computations in once verification between RSUs and vehicles. In other compared 
schemes, legal vehicles need to conduct identity verification each time when vehicles pass a RSU, which results in 
frequent verifications. This paper only needs once verification for legal vehicles by using the group key 
transmission scheme, which reduces the times for legal vehicles’ verification and thus enhance authentication 
efficiency as a whole. 
 

Fig. 5 illustrates that the verification delay radio compared with others scheme for RSUs 
verify the vehicles when the illegal vehicles is 5%. From Fig. 5, with the increase of certified 
vehicles, the ratio of ACP, IBV are on the rise, but they are less than 1. Therefore, the 
verification delay of our scheme is less than them. And compared with the ECPP, RMAKA, 
the verification speed of our scheme is about 94% faster than that of ECPP and is about 75% 
faster than that of RMAKA. 
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Fig. 5. Traffic density and Verification delay radio 
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6.2 Transmission overhead 
Communication overhead is represented by the size of the transmission message. 

According to reference [28], each vehicle send message every 300ms. In this paper, the length 
of pseudonym is 42bytes and HMAC is 16bytes. Fig. 6 and Table 3 illustrates that the 
transmission overhead of RMAKA, ABAKA, ARGBV and our scheme. From Fig. 6, we can 
see that the transmission overhead of our scheme is least. 

 
Table 3. Comparison of transmission overhead 

 
Scheme 

      Send n messages (bytes) 

RSUOBU →  
RMAKA [27] 167n 
ABAKA [30] 84n 
ARGBV [31] 63n 
Our scheme 58n 
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Fig. 6. Traffic density and Transmission overhead 

6.3 Simulation 

In order to reinforce experiment authenticity and feasibility, the road model and vehicle 
movement parameters in the map adopt the true data of California Emeryville city’s 80th 
interstate on 2005 April 13 which is provide by Federal Highway Administration’s next 
generation simulation project[29]. The road in experiment is 1000 meters long, which includes 
5 lanes and an auxiliary road. Two RSUs are deployed at the 200 meters distance and 800 
meters distance respectively. Our experiment adopts data from vehicles that move towards 
south from 14:40:00-14:45:00 of that day for that there are great traffic flow and high traffic 
density in this period thus to get more objective experiment results. Therefore, the road select 
is 1000m. 
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Fig. 7. Simulation experiment environment 

The main simulation parameters are list in Table 4 

Table 4. Simuliation parameters 

Simulation parameters Value 

Road length 1000 m 

Simulation time 20 s 

Message size 200 bytes 

Broadcast interval 300 ms 

Interval variance 0.05 s 

Communication Range of RSU and Vehicles 600 m 

Communication Range of Vehicles 300 m 

Bandwidth 6 Mbps 
 

We define the average delay of a message as [25]: 

( )
N M

n-m n-m-k n-m-k
Creat Transmission verify

i=1 m=1i

1 1Delay = T +T +T
N M∑ ∑                         (3) 

Here N is the number of the vehicles, iM is the number of messages sent by vehicle iV , 
n-m

CreatT is the time that the Vehicle or RSU create the message, n-m-k
TransmissionT is the transmission 

time that entity n sent message to entity k , n-m-k
verifyT is the time that entity k verify the message 

from entity n. 
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Fig. 8 illustrates the impact of vehicle’s number versus average delay. In this paper, the 
communication of us divided on two aspects. One is between OBU, and another is between 
RSU and OBU. Fig. 8 shows that the message delay also increase with the increase of vehicle 
number. The message delay of ABAKA, ARGBV and RMAKA are bigger than our scheme. 
Therefore, with the increase of vehicle quantity, the message delay of our scheme is least. 
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Fig. 8. The message delay and traffic density 

7. Conclusion 
In this paper, we propose a self-authenticated deniable efficient group key agreement scheme 
in VANET. The features of the scheme are as follows: (1) Employ the no certification public 
key system, the authentication process between vehicles and RSUs has no authentication 
center participated in, which prevents the time delay problem of TA certification. (2) Reduce 
the frequency of legal vehicles’ certification and avoid tracking legal vehicles through RSUs 
by using the deniable group key transmission scheme. (3) In order to alleviate the workload of 
the group leader and eliminate the probability of failure problem for single point by using key 
negotiation instead of distributing group key by group leader. In the communication protocol 
proposed in this paper, the vehicle is authenticated by RSUs fixed on the road. However, in 
practical applications, the deployment of a large number of RSUs takes a large amount of cost, 
which is not conducive to the promotion and use of VANET. If the RSU is mobile, and even in 
the absence of RSU participation, ‘how to authenticate the vehicle’, will become a huge 
challenge of VANET in the future. Therefore, we will carry out a more in-depth research of the 
problems above in the future work. 
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